Workshop

Knowledge and Culture in Times of Threat: Europe around 900

June 2-3, 2017 | Keplerstrasse 2

Friday, June 2, 2017
Room 1.81

9.00 Welcome and introduction
Steffen Patzold and Warren Pezé (SFB 923, Tübingen)

I. SPECIAL SESSION: VERONA

9.30 From Pacifico to Rather: the Scriptorium, the School and the Library
In Verona in Times of Political and Social Changes
Marco Stoffella and Massimiliano Bassetti (Verona)

Coffee Break

II. TECHNICAL SIGNS, NEUMS, & MUSIC

10.45 Continuity and Transformation in Musical Practice 875–925
Susan Rankin (Cambridge)

11.30 Annotation Symbols in Manuscripts after 900
Evina Steinova (Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, Toronto)

Lunch break

Room 0.36

III. MANUSCRIPTS & LIBRARIES

14.00 Developments in Script at Fleury
David Ganz (Notre-Dame)

14.45 Organizing Books and the Systematization of Knowledge
in the Book Lists from St. Gall
Johanna Jebe (GraKo 1662, Tübingen)

15.30 Living Knowledge: Early Medieval Compilation Practices at St. Gall
Anna Dorofeeva (Frankfurt/Main)

Coffee Break

IV. BISHOPS AND KNOWLEDGE

17.00 Bishops’ Lists, Roman Roots and Carolingian Past. Politics of Memory in Late Ninth Century Metz
Felix Schaefer (SFB 923, Tübingen)

17.45 Rhetoric and Poetry in Post-Carolingian Italy:
Shaping Episcopal Power and Order
Giorgia Vocino (Ca’ Foscari University, Venice)

Dinner

Saturday, June 3, 2017
Room 0.36

V. DECLINING SCHOOLS?

9.30 A (very short) Mirror of Princes from Laon
Warren Pezé (SFB 923, Tübingen)

10.15 Reading Juvenal in Post-Carolingian Europe:
A ‘Saeculum aureum’?
Frédéric Duplessis (IRHT – Fondation Thiers)

Coffee Break

11.15 The School at Lyons after Florus
Pierre Chambert-Protat (École Française de Rome)

12.00 Conclusions
Sita Steckel (Münster)

www.sfb923.uni-tuebingen.de